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Q1  1) How often do you visit the Tigard Triangle?

Q2  2) Why do you go to the Triangle? (Check all that apply)

79 (36.2%)

79 (36.2%)

81 (37.2%)

81 (37.2%)

44 (20.2%)

44 (20.2%)11 (5.0%)

11 (5.0%)
3 (1.4%)

3 (1.4%)

Daily A few times a week A few times a month A few times a year Almost never

Question options

40

40

10

10

153

153

156

156

1

1

I work there I visit friends who live there I visit a business in the area I travel through the corridor to other places

I do not go there

Question options

50

100

150

200

(218 responses, 0 skipped)

(218 responses, 0 skipped)
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Q3  3) How do you travel along 72nd Avenue? (Check all that apply)

Q4  4) What features would you most like to see on 72nd Avenue? Please rank the following

statements in order of highest (#1) t...

21

21

18

18

210

210

9

9

6

6

I walk I ride my bike I drive my car I take the bus I do not use 72nd Avenue

Question options

100

200

300

2.45

2.45

2.58

2.58

2.67

2.67

2.9

2.9 4.19

4.19

More places to go like restaurants, shopping and recreational activities Less traffic

Safer options for travel like bike lanes, sidewalks and bus stops More trees, plants and outdoor features

More places to live

Question options

2

4

6

(218 responses, 0 skipped)
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Q5  5) What is important to you when traveling in the Triangle? Please rank the following

statements in order of highest (#1) t...

2.59

2.59

2.9

2.9

2.92

2.92

3

3
3.42

3.42

a. It is easy to access and travel on 72nd Avenue

d. 72nd Avenue has plenty of traffic lanes and signals for the amount of people that travel along it

b. It is easy to travel around in the Tigard Triangle e. People feel safe using the bus, walking or riding a bike along 72nd Avenue

c. The Triangle becomes a desirable location for future development

Question options

2

4
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Anonymous
2/01/2019 06:42 AM

Plan for public spaces like plazas and parks, develop "Main Street" areas to

give the Triangle a more downtown feel

Anonymous
2/01/2019 06:47 AM

Better traffic control where 217 passes underneath 72nd Avenue. Getting in

and out of Lowe’s can be dangerous

Anonymous
2/01/2019 06:53 AM

There is already too much traffic going on 72nd, don’t make it worse by

cramming in more houses and businesses.

Anonymous
2/01/2019 06:58 AM

I would ensure that it has both bike and sidewalks all the way to old Town.

That is number one reason I don't ride my bike down the road. Focus on

sustainable improvement that don't dip into taxpayers pockets, ie focus on

grants. I will not support a bond to bring improvement to 72nd Ave.

Anonymous
2/01/2019 07:03 AM

Tigard really is lacking grocery stores that are easy to walk/bike to from

several communities.

Anonymous
2/01/2019 07:05 AM

Please don't skimp on left turn lanes, signals, bus stop carve outs, etc. Helps

traffic move along!

Anonymous
2/01/2019 07:08 AM

Tigard does not need "growth" .. streets cannot support the use they get now.

Anonymous
2/01/2019 07:16 AM

Continuous sidewalks on 72nd. It is currently a patchwork.

Anonymous
2/01/2019 07:18 AM

Better access from the Hall/Bonita area that doesn't require waiting for train

crossings that are frequently very long mid day when I try to run errands to

that part of town.

Anonymous
2/01/2019 07:21 AM

I think every project should first ask, can this be a game changer in terms of

alternative transportation. Does a bike corridor, dedicated transit lane,

walking path connecting multiple neighborhoods work in this space? Mixed

ground level businesses with housing above and transit options will make

vibrant, walkable and desirable places to live with less traffic.

Anonymous
2/01/2019 07:31 AM

(1) Remember that MOST of us use our cars... making it safe for drivers also

makes it safe for those on foot or riding bicycles. (2) Build affordable housing

(but not "ze people's housing" like barracks). Let multiple cottages be placed

on lots (single level for all the seniors--over 10,000 a day in the U.S. turning

65 years old EVERY DAY!).

Anonymous
2/01/2019 07:36 AM

When constructing bike and walking paths, please consider the width and

length of strollers and cargo bicycles. Removable posts that are designed to

keep cars out can make the path too narrow. Stairs and curbs don't work for

most users as well. Thank you!

Anonymous
2/01/2019 07:40 AM

We live in the Triangle and would love to have a park that is easy to walk to.

Q6  Is there anything else you'd like the city to consider while planning for the future of 72nd

Avenue?
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Simon
2/01/2019 08:13 AM

Just widen the road, add sidewalks and bike lanes. And fix the crossing over

217

Anonymous
2/01/2019 08:32 AM

I do not care about this road

Anonymous
2/01/2019 08:44 AM

Think ahead! Fix for now but also the future. Larger traffic lanes to

accommodate more citizens. You have to have parking for cars. You do not

shop by bus. You can't handle that many packages.

Anonymous
2/01/2019 09:02 AM

I feel like the traffic flow, especially over 217, is disjointed and needs work to

be smoother and safer.

2ndSite
2/01/2019 10:00 AM

Remember that walking routes don't always need to be on sidewalks

alongside roads. The current paved footpath that runs around the back of

Walmart (thank you, Walmart) is user friendly and much nicer to use than

walking on the roadside sidewalk. The path has less noise, less traffic, and

more greenery. But keeping it clean and safe is also essential so don't create

green space that is so wide or wild that it attracts homeless camping or

loitering, and place benches at occasional intervals so people can stop and

rest. My senior husband uses that path frequently and uses the bench - very

nice.

Anonymous
2/01/2019 10:02 AM

Make a parking structure near Walmart or Lowe’s. Easy on I-5.

Anonymous
2/01/2019 10:15 AM

Reducing speed limits and creating a more pedestrian/bike friendly

environment, than that which currently exists.

Anonymous
2/01/2019 11:14 AM

A failure for Tigard to demand from TriMet a direct bus service between the

Tigard Transit Center and the entirety of 72nd Avenue (both north into the

Triangle and south towards Bridgeport) will restrict access and continue

Tigard's path of auto-centric design. MAX is not going to help most Tigard

residents get to 72nd Avenue, especially as how there will be just a few

stops, 72nd Avenue covers very geographically challenging terrain which is

difficult to walk or bike, especially for people with mobility impairments. Only

bus service will help Tigard residents reach ALL destinations within a short,

safe walk. Right now no part of 72nd Avenue is accessible by transit directly

for most Tigard residents; the one route that serves the southern portion of

72nd Avenue, the 38 bus, does not serve the Tigard Transit Center and

requires two transfers for most residents; further it is a rush-hour only bus

route. Tigard has been complacent in not demanding TriMet accelerate bus

service improvements and as a result Tigard's unofficial motto is "Go by Car!"

Tigard must prioritize bus service, or else we might as well plan to five-lane

72nd Avenue and turn it another arterial street like 99W, Hall Boulevard,

Greenburg, etc.

Anonymous
2/01/2019 01:09 PM

I would encourage taking a look at fhe use of reversible lanes during rush

hours to ensure a good traffic flow while maximizing space on Durham and

lower boones ferry. We could set the example for years to come in

urbanization

Anonymous I want protection bike lane, more tree shade, more bus service, less gigantic
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2/01/2019 02:15 PM parking lot

Anonymous
2/01/2019 05:54 PM

Bike trails, cafes, restaurants, parks with amenities for kids

Anonymous
2/01/2019 06:11 PM

Need to reserve spaces for parks and trails so residents have some natural

respite from the traffic.

Anonymous
2/01/2019 06:58 PM

PLEASE return the 2-way traffic pattern along Huntziger & 72nd. You have

created a travel nightmare all over 68th, 69th, and Beveland. I travel there

daily and have hated dealing with the bottleneck ever since.

IT.IS.NOT.WORKING!

Anonymous
2/01/2019 08:16 PM

Considerations: - Move the northbound on-ramp of 217 (towards Beaverton)

to the north-part of 72nd (where the Triangle monolith is) - The intersection

(Hunziker/72nd/217/Varns) should be combined into one big intersection with

better lights. Currently, motorist don't watch out for or can't see pedestrians

while in a crosswalk. - Currently, traffic is jammed all the way to Dartmouth

during rush hour because of poor signal schedule and traffic control -

especially the southbound on-ramp (towards Lake Oswego). - Sidewalks,

please!!

Anonymous
2/01/2019 09:51 PM

The most important thing to me is that there is a sidewalk all the way down

72nd Ave. I walk, and the sidewalk is segmented, leaving pedestrians with

nowhere safe to walk and no easy way to cross the street at that particular

place. The sidewalk is segmented on 72nd between SW Bonita Rd and SW

Tech Center Dr and between SW Baylor St and the Pacific Highway.

Anonymous
2/01/2019 10:43 PM

Good and many street lights and good reflective paint for the markings on

the road

Anonymous
2/02/2019 07:45 AM

The survey seems to drive responder to a pre determined answer... meaning

light rail. The area is office industrial and not housing. It is a commuter lane.

Light rail is not needed here.

Anonymous
2/02/2019 07:47 AM

please widen roads! 72nd ave and 99w are overloaded. We need more

widened routes to cut into neighborhoods where we live, so that the 99w

traffic can flow

Anonymous
2/02/2019 07:51 AM

I really hope the whole area from 99W to the 217/I-5 interchange is included

in this planning.

Anonymous
2/02/2019 08:11 AM

Coordinate roadway improvements with sewer & other projects. Areas that

safe & attractive for people riding bikes & walking typically result in places

people want to be, focusing on designing for vulnerable users rather than

cars fits the vision for the triangle.

Anonymous
2/02/2019 08:21 AM

Have building codes for appealing architecture! avoid catenary square and

Joanne’s hodgepodge eyesore! We need sit-down quality dining!! And things

to “do” in Tigard! People drive through Tigard to go to Sherwood and Tualatin

to shop!! Beautify Tigard!!!!

Anonymous
2/02/2019 08:25 AM

It is nearly impossible to turn left off of 72nd onto Bonita.

Anonymous Why don't we have a choice on 5 e? and some of the other ones.
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2/02/2019 08:30 AM

Anonymous
2/02/2019 08:31 AM

More police for when max comes through.

Anonymous
2/02/2019 08:44 AM

Sidewalks! Affordable housing that can actually be afforded by those who

work nearby. Better transit service, especially on nights & weekends. Bus

service all the way down 72nd between Hunziker & 99W.

Anonymous
2/02/2019 08:48 AM

The lights in the area could use better timing. 72nd and Bonita is a concern

Anonymous
2/02/2019 08:55 AM

I would like to see better restaurants in the area. Tigard does not have many

good restaurants, especially along hwy 99. However, I think most important

for development is to configure traffic in the area and how it will affect the

surrounding streets. And when configuring traffic, don't just think about the

present time but the future like 10-20years from now.

Anonymous
2/02/2019 09:24 AM

Please consider installing a left-turn light from 72nd northbound onto

Beveland Road. There are times when it takes 2-3 cycles to make that turn

due to the volume of southbound traffic going straight. Thanks!

Anonymous
2/02/2019 09:24 AM

Speed up train that blocks traffic on Bonita, blocks traffic turning off 72nd

Anonymous
2/02/2019 09:36 AM

Relocate some unsightly businesses on corner of 72nd and Bonita. Better

traffic control turning left or right on to 72nd.

Anonymous
2/02/2019 09:41 AM

No more development of businesses or housing- too much traffic.

Anonymous
2/02/2019 09:46 AM

I would love to see the Tigard Triangle becomes the next Hillsdale or

Multnomah Village. Please make it safe for pedestrians and bicyclists. Thank

you!!!

Anonymous
2/02/2019 09:52 AM

72nd needs more lanes or better traffic flow systems around Bonita

intersection especially. It becomes a parking lot during commute hour—

which seems a little ridiculous for Tigard. :)

Anonymous
2/02/2019 10:20 AM

I just moved to Tigard so had no idea that there was a goal to redevelop the

Triangle. At this stage it is hard to respond to these questions because I

have no idea to what degree things could change. Might the plan actually add

or subtract businesses, encourage high density housing, alter traffic and

roads? It is just too hard to imagine the possible/reasonable changes that

could occur - what are the goals and scale of the project? Once you have the

attention of interested parties and some serious ideas about changes, I hope

you will have multiple opportunities for public input. I saw how successful this

worked on Oleson Road 15 years ago, or so. Is hard work, but the outcome

was much better than most residents hoped for. Good luck. I will be following

this project and hoping for some inspired ideas!

Anonymous
2/02/2019 10:36 AM

In addition to providing access to things within the Triangle, 72nd should be

developed as an alternative to Pacific Hwy. for travel through Tigard

Anonymous We really need to focus on traffic and limit u turns in the area. We also need
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2/02/2019 10:44 AM to make it's family friendly and safe. We need to make sure tents/homeless

can't set up (EVER). I would love for this to bring Tigard to a desired

neighborhood in Portland.

Anonymous
2/02/2019 11:03 AM

Baseball stadium

Anonymous
2/02/2019 11:03 AM

Work with PCC and other higher ed institutions to develop affordable student

housing in the area with transit nearby, childcare, parks, trail systems, etc...

Mixed use development with mixed income housing in 6-8 story complexes

with rooftop open space as well for views and community gatherings.

Anonymous
2/02/2019 11:46 AM

I drive 72nd to get home from work. It can get extremely congested and the

lights seem poorly timed for current rush hour conditions. I also bike through

here with my family but the lack of side walks on long sections mean my kids

are unsafe. We have nearly been hit by cars here before.

Anonymous
2/02/2019 12:31 PM

Traffic: increase lanes and turn lanes on 72nd and Huzicker. The multiple

choice questions are not appropriate and inaccurate for your measurement

stick. Open ended concern is best, in my opinion. TRAFFIC FLOW IS MAIN

DIFFICULTY.

Anonymous
2/02/2019 02:07 PM

Round abouts for better traffic flow. I work nights so places that are open late

are great for me. Shops: Goodwill, coffee, thrift stores, small businesses.

Anonymous
2/02/2019 04:06 PM

Please add sidewalks. 72nd is super dangerous to pedestrians and bikers in

its current state.

Anonymous
2/02/2019 04:30 PM

Make it easy for bikers and walkers to use the street safely. Sequence signal

lights in the area near #217 so traffic moves steadily through going north and

south. Consider a signal at Sandburg so folks leaving the School District

offices and the businesses can get onto 72nd within a reasonable time.

Anonymous
2/02/2019 04:44 PM

First of all, I'm not quite happy that it's being commercialized in the first

place, as freeway access in and out of it were not efficiently put in place.

Anonymous
2/02/2019 05:42 PM

This format of questions is silly. Make the area accessible including walking,

biking and encourage local business, discourage fast food and any more big

box retail.

Anonymous
2/02/2019 06:37 PM

72nd Avenue north of the Tigard triangle needs sidewalks or pedestrian

walkways all the way to Ventura Drive. Having pedestrians on the roadway at

the blind hill near Locust is death waiting to happen

Anonymous
2/02/2019 07:07 PM

Traffic flow! Not more traffic lights.

Anonymous
2/02/2019 11:13 PM

SIDEWALKS from Lower Boones Ferry to 99w!!!!!! Disbanding the homeless

camp by the Regal Cinema Repaving

Anonymous
2/03/2019 12:31 AM

Traffic in Tigard is gridlocked by the arteries that run through it. Getting on or

across the arteries can be pretty painful as a driver

Anonymous
2/03/2019 01:13 AM

I put housing dead last on question 4 because I KNOW that any housing we

get is going to be over-priced and out of reach for most people. Everyone's

talking about how there's a housing glut in the Portland Metro Area, but it's

misleading: all that extra housing is for high income people, who can pay
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1500 and up a month in rent, while middle to low income housing is virtually

non-existent. If you bring any more housing into this area, IT MUST

AFFORDABLE FOR MIDDLE TO LOW INCOME PEOPLE. It MUST. All

these expensive townhomes and condos in the area have vacancies, but

people in my tax bracket are being forced out or reno-victed ALL THE DAMN

TIME! This is why many of the units in my complex (all 2 bedrooms) have 6-8

adults living in them. Because they can't afford to rent by themselves unless

they move out into the boonies where it's extremely difficult to access public

transportation. And many of them don't have cars so they're biking or bussing

to work and you can't do that easily if you live too far out. So yes, please

give us more housing in the area, but please MAKE IT AFFORDABLE! You

want to keep the number of homeless and indigent people low in Tigard?

Then help prevent homelessness. It's not rocket science. It's capitalism at it's

worst, but it's definitely not rocket science.

Anonymous
2/03/2019 07:03 AM

More round abouts and fewer ( or zero) traffic signals.

Anonymous
2/03/2019 07:28 AM

Ease to get in an out of location such as Lowe's, side streets

Anonymous
2/03/2019 03:19 PM

It is an important route with few decent alternatives from most of Tigard

to/from I-5 and must have enough capacity to meet demand

Anonymous
2/03/2019 05:51 PM

Why didnt you leave ALL the options 1 - 5 for ALL the questions?

Anonymous
2/04/2019 07:30 AM

More bus stops especially on 72nd as it is an industrial area and more

employees would take the bus if it located close to their work. Also, to

include earlier stops like at 6am and picking up employees at 3pm.

Companies would offer incentives so the employees and temps would ride

the bus to reduce their parking issues. Please consider more buses running

during the weekdays from 6am to 3pm to reduce cars and encourage

sustainability.

Anonymous
2/04/2019 01:24 PM

I’d like for the city to consider incentives for more small, independent

businesses and fewer or no chains.

Anonymous
2/04/2019 09:22 PM

it would be nice to see this area be used for more than just Costco and the 9-

5 type work day activities

Anonymous
2/04/2019 09:29 PM

Please make environmentally sustainable choices in choosing materials and

contractors. Consider wildlife needs for Triangle

Anonymous
2/05/2019 07:52 AM

Widen 72nd bridge over highway 217 or add additional bridge to allow

improved access for all modes of transportation in and out of the triangle

from the south.

Anonymous
2/05/2019 10:00 AM

Leave 72nd alone. It is fine the way it is!

Anonymous
2/06/2019 05:23 AM

Our Tigard Triangle has the potential to be our "Pearl District" . With light rail

in the future, a more walkable feel and abundant bike capacity, it will be a
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destination rather than a low income housing complex. With incentives,

business' could move to the Triangle, opening up property, outside of the

triangle, to develop for the low income housing concerns we are faced with.

Anonymous
2/06/2019 07:20 AM

The entry/exit points into the triangle are major choke point. I avoid area

except for work. Traffic issues are by far the most major concern. If they can’t

be solved everything else is a moot point.

Anonymous
2/06/2019 07:57 AM

Traffic congestion relief at commute times have increased in the last 2 years

especially near Lowes, 217, and Beveland area, the bridge over 217 needs

to be widened for more lanes or signals need better timing during surge

times.

Anonymous
2/06/2019 04:04 PM

Less fast food, more restaurants

Anonymous
2/06/2019 07:47 PM

It's ugly and represents the worst of American culture with its big box stores.

It has no personality. When making changes, give it a personality. I also fear

that it takes away from any vibrancy downtown Tigard might have. Why are

we developing the triangle when downtown is unappealing.

Anonymous
2/07/2019 12:19 AM

It would be nice to make the area more human scale and visually pleasing

with more outdoor community spaces. Parks, public squares and fountains

can connect businesses and people in a more fluid way that encourage

walking and interacting with people on the street. Also, fewer oversized

parking lots and big-box stores would improve walkability and promote a

stronger sense of community.

Anonymous
2/08/2019 10:32 PM

I have lived in Tigard for 13 years. The amount of traffic in the area has

grown tremendously in that time. It takes too long to get across Tigard during

traffic. It would be nice to ease the congestion without making it seem like it’s

a major artery through the city. I’m. It sure how that can happen.

Anonymous
2/09/2019 09:27 AM

Keep as much native plants and trees as possible! DON'T cut it all down just

to either allow some to regrow or have to replant. Work around the plants.

The new housing being built along Roy Rogers road as well as 150th is a

travesty of clearcutting and should never have happened.

Anonymous
2/11/2019 03:56 PM

Make sure the triangle is Bike Friendly please!

Anonymous
2/11/2019 04:04 PM

I would like to bike to work more, but I don't always feel safe crossing 217 on

72nd.

Anonymous
2/11/2019 05:20 PM

More sidewalks and ways to access it from the downtown area by bike.

Putting in trails would be amazing. I ride my bike everywhere to do errands,

but this area is not really accessible by trail.

Vorlon
2/15/2019 05:00 PM

72nd Avenue is a great place to live for low income people who are disabled

and caregivers who usually have low incomes. They have a wealth of great

places within walking distance, even PCC is easy to get to. It's a resource

that is already there, it's just waiting for the housing to be built.

Anonymous
2/17/2019 12:54 PM

I have very mixed feelings about this project due to the fact that it displaces

the people who have called this neighborhood home. With that in mind, I feel

unqualified to answer questions about the outcome. What do the people who

live in this area want? But, now that business has moved into the area, I
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happen to work in the triangle. My wishes would be for as much protected

green space as possible including connected wildlife corridors. Landscaping

in native species without the use of pesticides. And in terms of additional

businesses - not more big box stores. Instead let's support local small

businesses.

Anonymous
2/17/2019 08:51 PM

Adding a community center/ library like Garden Home has. I think the YMCA

was turned down by residents because the name YMCA is known for being

expensive to belong to the rec center. You could give Tigard police the

current library since they will obviously need more room seeing how fast the

city is growing. Then the City of Tigard can have the entire building that is

currently shared with the police.

Anonymous
2/20/2019 01:28 PM

SAFE & connected walkable routes. Trails are a bit sketchy in the triangle

area. Not enough sidewalks for safe walking with amount of congested traffic

Anonymous
2/20/2019 03:28 PM

We need 8 foot wide sidewalks, 4 foot furnishing spaces, 7 foot elevated (at

sidewalk level) bikeways, and lane reduction to 1 travel lane in reduction

direction and a center turn lane. See Beaverton's work on Western Ave

starting at Allen Blvd to 5th. More roads like that please!

Anonymous
2/25/2019 11:14 PM

Please do anything you can to make walking and biking safer in this area, it

is very dangerous currently.

Optional question (90 responses, 128 skipped)
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